
Key point

• Innovative financing mechanisms, such as the Green Deal and the Property Assessed Clean Energy,
 can significantly lower the upfront financial burdens for consumers by aligning the payment for
 retrofitting projects according to incremental gains.

There was a problem…

Refurbishing old and energy-inefficient buildings is a great concern in many countries. In the United Kingdom, 
single-family houses, which are more energy consuming compared with apartments, account for 85 per cent of 
total housing.1 Although the economic gains from improving the efficiency of existing buildings are bigger than 
the costs, the retrofitting market is still very limited due to several obstacles. Upfront costs can be the biggest 
hurdle, especially for the residential sector, given that the economic returns are incrementally delivered. In addi-
tion, the risks associated with the retrofitting projects can be a barrier for both house owners and finance institu-
tions to invest in efficiency gains. 

What was done?

The United Kingdom and the United States of America are making a strong move towards energy-efficient build-
ings by introducing innovative financing schemes to scale up building retrofitting projects. 

Green Deal in the United Kingdom

The UK Government plans to launch the Green Deal programme in October 2012 to finance retrofitting residen-
tial buildings, ranging from wall insulation to loft insulation, boiler upgrades and installation of ground source heat 
pump and solar panel. Currently 500 demonstration projects, known as Pay As You Save (PAYS), are being used 
to prepare for the introduction of the scheme. The Green Deal provides loans of up to £10,000 through private 
financing to cover the upfront costs for retrofits to households on the basis of the level of energy savings 
projected. The repayment levies on their utility bills, according to the saving up to 25 years and the obligation to 
repay, is tied to the energy bill of the property. Since this is not a personal loan or an advance payment scheme, 
once the homeowners move, the liability remains with the next inhabitants of the property. The UK Government 
plans to embrace 14 million households by 2020 involving £100bn and expects to create up to 65,000 jobs by 
2015.2

Property Assessed Clean Energy programme in the United States 

The Property Assessed Clean Energy, or PACE, programme is a property-secured financing mechanism for clean 
energy projects, including energy efficiency retrofit and installation of renewable energy for residential and 
commercial buildings. First introduced in the city of Berkeley, California in 2009, it has been adopted to finance 
relatively large-scale retrofitting projects in more than 27 states. Local governments are responsible for mobilizing 
finance, for instance through issuance of bonds, to fund retrofitting projects. The loans are provided based on 

the property assessment (including clean property title and tax payment records) and repaid over 20 years 
through a special tax, property tax (assessment) or through utility bills.3  The financing is secured with a lien on the 
property, and in the event of foreclosure, the energy financier is paid before other claims against the property. 

Despite the economic and environmental benefits, the residential programme was halted in July 2010 
(commercial financing where exists is still operational) due to conflict over controlling mortgages from homes 
with PACE assessment between the Federal Housing Finance Administration and the Department of Energy. 
State governments and environmental advocates are currently seeking to revive the residential PACE 
programme.4  

Advantages of such programmes

Such programmes enable building owners to pay back loans incrementally as the benefits from building retrofit-
ting are accrued, thereby lowering upfront financial burdens. 

Because the responsibility for repaying loans are attached to the property, more people can invest in the long-
term efficiency gains without the concern that they may end up with paying the costs while the benefits are 
taken by the other inhabitants. Under both the UK and American schemes, if the property is sold before the end 
of the repayment period, the new owner inherits both the remaining repayment obligation and the financed 
energy improvements.

Table 1: Comparing Green Deal and PACE

1  Paul Ekins and others, The KfW Experience in the Reduction of Energy Use in and CO2 Emissions from Buildings: Operation, Impacts and 
Lessons for the UK (London, UCL Energy Institute, University College London and LSE Housing and Communities, London School of Econom-
ics, 2011).
2  BBC Business News, “UK Government's Green Deal to Cut Fuel Bills”, November 23, 2011.
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3  United States of America, Property-Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Programs (Washington D.C., Department of Energy, 2011). Available 
from www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/solutioncenter/financialproducts/pace.html (accessed 31 January 2012).
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 Green Deal PACE 
Target Individual homeowners Muitifamily residential (greater than 

four units), commercial and industrial 
buildings 

Type of services 
provided 

• Commercial loans to cover 
upfront costs 

• Technical assistant by accredited 
adviser and installer  

• Extra help provided by and 
energy service companies 
(ESCO) (from 2013) for lower 
income households and costly 
projects 

• Preferential loans to cover upfront 
costs 

Repayment 
obligation is secured 
through 

The payment of energy bills, 
rather than against ownership of 
the property. 

 

Ownership of the land 

Motivation for 
participation 

• Landlords are mandated to 
comply with minimum energy 
performance criteria. 

• Measure to protect home owners: 
energy saving must be greater 
the repayment charge on the bills 
(according to ‘the golden rule’)  

• Lower interest rate 
• Tax benefits (tax-deductible interest 

payments) 
• Easier application process than 

applying for a second mortgage 

Role of government • No government subsidies on the 
interest rates 

• Set up legal framework and 
coordination among utilities 
company, home owners and 
finance institutions 

• Mobilize finance 
• Set up legal framework and 

coordination among utilities 
company, home owners and finance 
institutions 
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Challenges to innovative financing

• Complicated procedures: Procedures for financing programmes may be too complicated to
 understand for many homeowners and lenders. 

• Certain level of financial and institutional capacity required: The new financing schemes require
 governments’ capacities to handle complexity and risks related to the operation of scheme.
 Governments need to coordinate among financing institutions, local authorities, utilities companies,  
 ESCOs and building owners; clear standards and procedure should be set up and billing process
 should be reformed. 

• Increased risks associated with the property: The PACE programme has experienced strong resistance  
 from household lenders against adding additional risk to residential mortgages. In the case of
 foreclosure within the PACE programme, the property tax assessment is prioritized over private liens.  
 Public funding jointly established with local municipalities can be used to address the homeowner
 and lender concerns over that priority. Though the Green Deal is not a property-secured financing  
 scheme, potential buyers and tenants can be reluctant to choose the house under the scheme due
 to the concerns of additional charge on the utility bill as well as uncertainty on the savings.5  

Lessons learned

Simplify the procedures for the sake of building owners to increase their uptake: The Green Deal will streamline 
the procedure for the convenience of homeowners by providing a combination of services ranging from assess-
ment to installation and financing in a kind of one-stop procedure. 

Support by governments in the initial stage makes a difference: Governments’ financial as well as institutional 
assistance can be instrumental until the energy-efficiency projects obtain commercial viability. For example, the 
UK Government will set up a Green Investment Bank to finance green projects, including domestic energy 
efficiency, during the first stage of its Green Deal implementation.6  

Piloting helps design the details of the full-fletched scheme to maximize the benefits: Without a well-established 
institutional set-up, the provision of financial and technical assistances with numerous individual households can 
induce huge transaction costs. The Green Deal was tested as a pilot project with a limited number of households 
and the PACE was scaled up after its initial success in California. Learning from its early experiences, the PACE is 
currently focusing on financing relatively large-scale projects to ensure the cost-effectiveness. 

Address concerns for low-income households: Impoverished household’s difficulty in accessing fuel due to their 
poverty conditions is a significant social concern. Currently, PAYS is supported by Warm Front, a UK Government-
funded programme that works to upgrade the energy efficiency of vulnerable households. Within the 
programme, eligible households qualify for annual winter fuel payments. The local energy company will replace 
Warm Front as of April 2013 as part of a government obligation to reduce greenhouse gas emission by upgrading 
the energy efficiency of low-income and vulnerable households. The energy company’s obligation is expected 
to supplement the Green Deal by subsidizing the upfront investment of basic heating systems or insulation of 
low-income and vulnerable households to heat their houses to a suitable level.7  

Considerations for replicating

Substantial building energy savings can be realized in Asian and Pacific countries by improving existing ineffi-
cient buildings. Studies show that current building energy consumption could be cut by 25 per cent in China and 
India with cost-effective improvements in energy efficiency.8  

• Data collection, objective measurement and evaluation of the energy-saving performance: The central  
 government should closely coordinate with local governments in compiling data on the energy-saving  
 performance of building improvement projects, ensuring objective measuring by competent assessors  
 and evaluating the energy saving performance results.

• Preparing clear home improvement standards and taking quality assurance measures: Having clear  
 standards is a precondition for implementing a financing programme. Standards and guidance should  
 be kept up to date according to building technology development to ensure that contractors
 continually improve their awareness of what can be done.

• Raising public awareness: Information about the financing programme, including its financial and
 environmental benefits, should be clearly explained to homeowners, tenants and the industry players.
 In addition, advices and education for behaviour change can be provided in parallel with retrofitting  
 projects, considering the responsibility to repay the costs ultimately remains with house owners.

• Incentivizing landlords in private rented houses: Building retrofits should not be limited to owner
 occupiers but it also needs to be extended to rented homes. However, landlords often lack motivation  
 to invest in improving energy efficiency in their properties as they do not get direct benefits. The Green  
 Deal intends to enable local authorities to mandate that landlords of the poor-energy performing
 properties, certified low grade via the energy performance certificate, apply energy efficiency
 measures without any upfront costs.9   

Further reading

Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Primer (Washington D.C., US Department of Energy, 2011).

Guide to Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Financing Districts for Local Governments, by M. C. Fuller, C. 
Kunkel and D. M. Kammen (Berkeley, California, Renewable and Appropriate Energy Laboratory, University of 
California, Berkeley, 2009). Available from http://rael.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/berkeleysolar/HowTo.pdf 

Guidelines for Pilot PACE Financing Programs (Washington D.C., US Department of Energy, 2010).

Pay As You Save Financing Low Energy Refurbishment in Housing (London, UK Green Building Council, 2009).

Property Assessed Clean Energy Financing: Update on Commercial Programs, Policy Brief (Berkeley, California, 
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, Renewable Funding and Clinton Climate Initiative, 2011).

The Green Deal: A Summary of the Government’s Proposals (London, UK Department of Energy and Climate 
Change, 2010). Available from www.decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/legislation/energybill/1010-
green-deal-summary-proposals.pdf

5  BBC Business News, “UK Government's Green Deal to Cut Fuel Bills”, 23 November 2011.
6  HM Government, Update on the Design of the Green Investment Bank (London, Department for Business Innovation and Skills, 2011). 
Available from www.bis.gov.uk/assets/biscore/business-sectors/docs/u/11-917-update-design-green-investment-bank.pdf (accessed 24 
February 2012). 
7  David Hough, Paul Bolton and Patsy Richards, “Water Front Scheme”, Commons Library Standard Note (London, 2012). Available from 
www.parliament.uk/briefing-papers/SN06231 (accessed 9 March 2012).
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